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Abstract. We present a case study of Aitken and accumulation mode aerosol observed downwind of the anvil of a deep
tropical thunderstorm. The measurements were made by condensation nuclei counters flown on the Egrett high-altitude
aircraft from Darwin during the ACTIVE campaign, in monsoon conditions producing widespread convection over land
and ocean. Maximum measured concentrations of aerosol
with diameter greater than 10 nm were 25 000 cm−3 (STP).
By calculating back-trajectories from the observations, and
projecting onto infrared satellite images, the time since the
air exited cloud was estimated. In this way a time scale of
about 3 hours was derived for the Aitken aerosol concentration to reach its peak. We examine the hypothesis that
the growth in aerosol concentrations can be explained by
production of sulphuric acid from SO2 followed by particle
nucleation and coagulation. Estimates of the sulphuric acid
production rate show that the observations are only consistent with this hypothesis if the particles coagulate to sizes
>10 nm much more quickly than is suggested by current theory. Alternatively, other condensible gases (possibly organic)
drive the growth of aerosol particles in the TTL.

1
1.1

Introduction
Aerosol population in the Tropical Tropopause
Layer

This paper presents a case study of aerosol measurements in
the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL) and estimates the time
scale for the growth of new aerosol to Aitken mode sizes
(≥10 nm). The TTL is the region from approximately 14–
18 km altitude (Füglistaler et al., 2009), above the main convective outflow and below the stratosphere. The importance
of understanding aerosol processes in this region arises from
the role of aerosol in the formation of cirrus cloud (Seifert et
al., 2004a; Gallagher et al., 2005; Wang, 2005a,b; Choularton
et al., 2008) and the resulting effect on the Earth’s radiation
budget.
A wide range of aerosol concentration has been observed
in the upper troposphere during field campaigns. Brock
et al. (1995) reported maximum values of ∼8000 cm−3
(STP) (measured concentration converted to its equivalent
at 1000 mb and 293 K) for particles greater than 8 nm in
diameter around 2 km below the tropical tropopause while
Schröder and Ström (1997) reported a median concentration
of 1400 cm−3 (STP, diameter >18 nm) above 4 km over Europe, but with maxima as high as 20 000 cm−3 (STP). The
CARIBIC programme (Heintzenberg et al., 2003; Hermann
et al., 2003; Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007) placed air sampling equipment on commercial flights between Germany
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and Namibia/South Africa (CARIBIC samples were also
taken during flights between Germany and India and over the
North Atlantic), crossing the convectively active equatorial
tropics over land that had undergone considerable biomass
burning. Heintzenberg et al. (2003) found very high concentrations (10 000–30 000 cm−3 STP) of particles with diameters between 4 and 12 nm, and a median concentration
of 9000 cm−3 (STP) for those with diameters between 12
and 18 nm. Such events coincided with deep convection, particularly in the tropics and sub-tropics, a result confirmed
by later CARIBIC flights (Hermann et al., 2008). Similarly,
Twohy et al. (2002) found extremely large concentrations of
aerosol downwind of the outflow from a mesoscale convective storm (MCS): 45 000 cm−3 (STP) for particles ≥ 25 nm,
spread over a 600 km region. These high particle concentrations were correlated with various trace gases, such as
methane, carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides, which were
measured with similar concentrations inside the convective
cloud region, indicating that the air had passed through the
storm before flowing downwind. No correlation was found
with cloud particles, suggesting that the aerosol production
was independent of cloud formation/evaporation. According
to Clement et al. (2002), an estimated 5 h elapsed between air
exiting cloud and the observations of 45 000 particles cm−3 .
A comprehensive summary of ultrafine aerosol measurements in the TTL was provided by Borrmann et al. (2010)
and Weigel et al. (2011), based mainly on aircraft campaigns
with the M55 Geophysica and DLR Falcon. A key result of
these papers is the maximum in particle concentration around
350 K potential temperature, near the main outflow region for
deep tropical convection.
These studies show that convection can lead to high concentrations of TTL aerosol particles, but the mechanism
causing such events is not understood. The intense precipitation experienced in convective systems removes most of
the pre-existing aerosol in the lower reaches of the storms.
The anvil outflow eventually evaporates, leaving a cloudfree environment with low particle surface area; such clean,
low-temperature conditions favour aerosol nucleation (Perry
and Hobbs, 1994; Ström et al., 1999; Andreae et al., 2001;
Clement et al., 2002; Kulmala et al., 2006). The chemical
identities and concentrations of condensing and nucleating
gases are not known with certainty, but a key candidate is
gas-phase sulphuric acid, which was originally detected in
the tropopause region by Möhler and Arnold (1992), using
an aircraft-based mass spectrometer. This gas is formed by
OH-induced SO2 conversion to SO3 , followed by the reaction of SO3 with water vapour. Modelling studies suggest
that most of the SO2 entering a thunderstorm is able to reach
the anvil (see, e.g., Fiedler et al. (2009)). Inside the anvil
cloud, H2 SO4 is readily adsorbed onto ice particles, but immediately downwind of the anvil the particle surface area
is vastly reduced so new aerosols are formed (Twohy et al.,
2002). Recently Fiedler et al. (2011) reported on SO2 measurements made over the Atlantic Ocean of biomass burning
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012

plumes from tropical Africa, also using a mass spectrometer.
In an aged (about 10 days) biomass burning plume lifted to
about 11 km by wet convection they measured SO2 mixing
ratios up to 100 pptv. From this number an initial SO2 concentration in the plume of order 500 pptv may be estimated,
taking into account plume dilution and reaction of SO2 with
OH. By contrast, in an aged (also about 10 days) biomass
burning plume lifted by dry convection to about 4 km altitude
they observed markedly increased SO2 (up to 1400 pptv) and
elevated particle number concentrations. Long-range transport from major anthropogenic SO2 source regions may also
lead to markedly increased upper troposphere SO2 (Fiedler
et al., 2009). Therefore, substantial spatial and temporal variability of SO2 entering convective systems may be expected.
Nucleation in the TTL is believed to follow a binary (water and sulphuric acid) nucleation pathway, with the possible assistance of ions (Yu and Turco, 2001; Laakso et al.,
2002, 2003, 2007) and/or organic compounds (Kulmala et
al., 2006; Sihto et al., 2006). According to this hypothesis,
sulphuric acid condenses to molecular clusters that are sufficiently energetically stable (reach a critical size) for continuous vapour deposition to occur; this growth will continue into detectable aerosol size ranges (∼ 3 nm), provided
there is an adequate supply of condensable material (Clement
et al., 2006). After the total surface area density of newly
formed particles has increased sufficiently, condensation occurs preferably on these particles and nucleation ceases.
Current models of nucleation and growth of aerosol in
the TTL have not been properly tested against measurements and there is substantial disagreement in the literature.
This disagreement stems from the nucleation and growth
mechanisms being not precisely known. There are a number of competing theories on how aerosol are produced and
grow: binary nucleation, ternary nucleation, ion recombination (e.g. Wilhelm et al., 2004) and organic compounds (e.g.
Kulmala et al., 2006; Ekman et al., 2008). There are also
varying models within each scheme (English et al., 2011); all
of this combines to give disagreement between in situ aerosol
observations and model data. This is particularly apparent in
the nucleation regime where different models can give results
that vary by orders of magnitude (Vehkamäki et al., 2002). In
this study, aerosol measurements are examined downwind of
a convective anvil in order to derive the growth rate of aerosol
particles into the size range greater than 10 nm. These will
be compared with a simple model for aerosol nucleation and
growth to see if the model is consistent with our results.
1.2

Modelling of Aerosol nucleation and growth

Clement et al. (2006) presented a modelling study of the rate
of aerosol nucleation and its controlling factors. The model
was set up to simulate the evolution of acid production via
SO2 and OH radicals throughout the day. The OH concentration maximum occurs at mid-day, when the photodissociation of ozone is greatest, and the production of acid was
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/
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halted at night (after 7 h in their simulation). This was parameterized as a maximum H2 SO4 production rate of 105
molecules cm−3 s−1 from an estimated SO2 concentration of
1 ppbv. Their analysis showed that after 21 min a nucleation
mode (∼ 3 nm) burst appeared. After 2 h, a “shoulder” appeared in the size distribution as condensational growth continued on the nucleated particles and coagulation occurred
(see Fig. 1). The nucleation peak remained large as long as
acid production remained high. These simulations showed
that the maximum concentration of aerosol with diameters
above 20 nm (see Fig. 1) was typically 103 –104 cm−3 ; the
total aerosol concentration (≥ 3 nm) was between 104 and
106 cm−3 . The final number of aerosol produced was found
to be independent of the initial number of nucleated particles
and was related more to the acid production rate. This production only occurred in daylight; beyond this, nucleation
mode aerosol coagulated into the larger size ranges and the
remaining acid condensed onto any aerosol present. Clement
et al. (2006) suggested that nucleation events require the
background aerosol concentration to be below a threshold
value, depending on the SO2 and acid source rates.

2
2.1

Experimental details
The ACTIVE campaign

This study uses aerosol data from the “Aerosol and Chemical Transport in tropIcal conVEction” (ACTIVE) campaign
conducted from Darwin, in the Northern Territory of Australia (Fig. 2) in the wet season of 2005/6. This campaign
took advantage of the regularity of deep convective storms
in this region to investigate the composition of air uplifted by
convection, and was primarily based around two research aircraft platforms: the Airborne Research and Survey (ARSF)
Dornier (Allen et al., 2008), for low-level measurements and
the Airborne Research Australia (ARA) Egrett, for highaltitude outflow sampling and cirrus analysis. Details of the
payloads and of the overall campaign are given by Vaughan
et al. (2008). This study also uses data from the Falcon aircraft acquired during the concurrent SCOUT-O3 campaign in
Darwin (Vaughan et al., 2008). The ACTIVE campaign covered two month-long periods: the first (November–December
2005) experienced pre-monsoon conditions, in an environment polluted by recent biomass burning; while the second
(January–February 2006) experienced both an active monsoon and monsoon break conditions (May et al., 2008). The
monsoon wind was maritime in origin (north westerlies) and
hence the environment was far cleaner, with fewer fine particulates, in the second period. A summary of the low-level
aerosol and gas measurements during ACTIVE is given by
Allen et al. (2008).
This paper will present a case study of a flight of the Egrett
aircraft from the monsoon phase of the ACTIVE campaign.
It took place on the 23 January 2006, during the dissipation
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/

Fig. 1. Numerical calculations of size distribution with time. The
top figure shows the change of concentration with time for a given
size range: the legend for the curves shows Ntot as the total aerosol
concentration (greater than 3 nm), N20 the concentration greater
than 20 nm, N25 greater than 25 nm and H2 SO4 as the acid production rate. The lower figure shows the size distribution of the aerosol
and the various curves represent the distribution at a given time. The
legend indicates 21 min, 2, 5, 8, 14 and 20 h. Figure from Clement
et al. (2006).

of a large monsoon system that developed the previous day
over the central Northern Territory and then moved to the
coast (a large mesoscale convective system developed later
in the day, as this storm decayed).
The ACTIVE flight of the 23 January 2006 was unique in
its position downwind of a large convective anvil. Nearly all
other Egrett flights were made either inside anvils or in their
immediate vicinity; a few survey flights were also conducted
but these sampled air that had not encountered convection for
more than a day. In other cases where measurements were
made downwind of convection, the anvils were so numerous
that disentanglement of air parcel origin, using wind projections, was unreliable.
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A correction formula derived by Seifert et al. (2004b) from
measurements in pressure chambers was applied to the Egrett
data to allow for reduced counting efficiency at low pressure:
count efficiency, η = 1 − α exp(−βp/p0 )

Fig. 2. Top: Northern Australia (cutout shown in bottom image);
bottom: a blow-up of the Darwin-Tiwi Island region – focus of the
ACTIVE project. The light blue line indicates the flight path of the
ARA Egrett aircraft on 23 January 2006.

2.2

Aircraft and payload

The aerosol measurements reported here are based on TSI
3010 condensation particle counters (CPCs), two of which
were flown on the Egrett and one on the Dornier. The latter,
and one of the Egrett CPCs, operated with a temperature difference between saturator and condenser of 17◦ and a flow
rate of 1 l per minute; this gives a nominal 50 % detection
efficiency for particles with diameter d = 10 nm. More precisely, the detection efficiency curve E(d), may be approximated by the function:
E(d) = 1 − a(1 + exp((d − D1 )/D2 ))−1 , d ≥ D0 ,

(1)

E(d) = 0, d < D0
where D0 = D2 ln(a-1) + D1 with a = 1.15, D1 = 11.3 nm
and D2 = 2.1 nm (Wiedensohler et al., 1997). This formula
gives a 50 % detection efficiency at 11.9 nm diameter.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012

(2)

where α = 1.627, β = 16.215, p0 = 1013 hPa, and p (hPa)
is the ambient pressure. At 200 mb, η = 0.94.
The second CPC used on the Egrett was fitted with three
diffusion disks to increase the lower size cut-off by removing smaller aerosol from the flow. As shown by Feldpausch
et al. (2006) this cut-off is in fact very gradual, and the instrument remained sensitive to particles down to 20–30 nm
in diameter, despite the nominal cut-off (50 % point) in detection efficiency of 100 nm at 200 mb.
The Egrett aerosol inlet was mounted on the port wing of
the aircraft, protruding forward into the flow (Fig. 4) ahead of
the propeller wash. It was built to a similar design to that used
in the CARIBIC experiment (Hermann et al., 2001), to provide isokinetic sampling (the flow speed inside the inlet tip
matches the undisturbed flow past the inlet housing). For the
size range of particles considered in this study (10–1000 nm),
Hermann et al. (2001) calculated that an inlet of this type
would have a 90 % transmission efficiency; larger particles
will be lost due to impaction, smaller ones through diffusion
to the wall.
There was, however, a further seven metres of stainless
steel piping leading from the inlet to the fuselage of the
aircraft where the CPCs were mounted, introducing potential loss of Aitken mode particles by diffusion to the walls.
A transmission function for aerosol as a function of size
was derived for this pipe using the model of Gormley and
Kennedy (1949). This gave a 56% transmission for a diameter of 10 nm, 80 % for 20 nm and >90 % beyond 40 nm –
a function comparable to the efficiency curve of the CPC.
A check on the validity of this prediction for accumulation
mode particles was obtained by an intercomparison flight
between the Egrett and the identical CPC on the Dornier,
where the inlet length was only 2 m (for details of the Dornier
aerosol inlet, see Allen et al. (2008)). The two aircraft were
flown “wing-tip-to-wing-tip”, so that matching instrumentation from each aircraft should provide statistically identical results. The intercomparison flight took place in the
boundary layer, where the aerosol was mainly in the accumulation mode. The Egrett instrument measured a slightly
higher concentration than the Dornier’s (Fig. 3), but within
the manufacturer’s quoted uncertainty for particle concentration. These results confirm that the pipework did not affect
the transmission of the boundary-layer aerosol, and so the
function derived from Gormley and Kennedy (1949) will be
used in section 6 when modelling the growth of the aerosol
concentration.
Examination of the data also showed no spurious spikes in
particle number when the aircraft flew in cirrus cloud, so we
conclude that ice shattering on the inlet, which is an issue for
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/
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Fig. 3. Port pylon of the Egrett. In the foreground is the CAPS
probe; above and to the left (as viewed), is the aerosol inlet.

large particles (McFarquhar et al., 2007), was not a significant source of particle contamination in the submicron range.
This is consistent with the IAGOS D5 study (Petzold, personal communication, 2009) which clearly demonstrated that
for this design of isokinetic inlet, ice shattering does not contaminate fine or accumulation mode aerosol measurements
in cirrus clouds (but can potentially affect larger modes).
2.3

Other instruments

A complete description of the Egrett payload is given by
Vaughan et al. (2008) and only those instruments whose data
contributed to the present study are described here.
A SPEC Cloud Particle Imager (CPI-230) measured a
wide size range of cloud particles (5–875 µm), by capturing images of ice crystals (Lawson et al., 1998) and delivering a size measurement based on the image. In this investigation, >1 particle/cm−3 in the 10–50 µm size range
is used to define when the aircraft was in cloud. Corrections to the CPI-measured particle size distribution to account for depth of field and out-of-focus issues for small particles followed the procedures described by Connolly et al.
(2007). Carbon monoxide was measured with resonance fluorescence (Volz and Kley, 1985; Gerbig et al., 1999; Holloway et al., 2000). The instrument deployed in ACTIVE
was custom-built around the fluorescence block of an AEROLaser Model 502 CO sensor. The instrument was regularly
calibrated, both on the ground and during flight. Data were
collected at a frequency of 1 Hz with a precision of ±2 ppbv
and an accuracy of ±3 ppbv (5 % at mixing ratios > 60 ppb).
Ozone was measured with a model TE-49C ultraviolet absorption spectrometer manufactured by Analytical Systems
GmbH, with a response time of 10–20 s and a nominal accuracy of ±1 ppbv. This instrument suffered some electrical interference during the flight, causing sudden changes in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/

Fig. 4. Egrett and Dornier CPC data on the intercomparison flight.
Top: time line for the two CPCs Bottom: scatter plot.

recorded ozone over 1 s. Fortunately, these were readily identified and removed from the data.
Three hygrometers were flown on the Egrett: one a Buck
CR-2 Frost Point Hygrometer (FPH) (Busen and Buck,
1995), and the other two Tunable Diode Laser (TDL) spectrometers (May, 1998), an open-path and an in-board variant of the same basic design. The Buck and in-board TDL
were the same instruments flown previously on the Egrett
(Whiteway et al., 2004) while the open path instrument was
new to ACTIVE. This latter instrument was added to enable humidity measurements in cloud as the inlets used for
the other two did not remove cloud particles. The TDLs
had a faster response time than the FPH (1 Hz compared to
0.05 Hz) but were not as accurate, while the FPH showed
a very slow recovery time (several minutes) after being in
cloud. On the flight considered here the open-path TDL was
scaled to the FPH in a section of cloud-free air at the beginning of the flight. The NO-NO2 instrument deployed onboard the Egrett was a modified version of the MOZAIC
NOy instrument (Volz-Thomas et al., 2005) and is described
more fully in Labrador et al. (2009). The detection limit was
200 pptv at 10 Hz and 30 pptv for an integration time of 4 s.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012
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Fig. 5. Box-whisker plots summarising aerosol concentrations measured by the two Egrett CPCs above 10 km, averaged over 50 s
(∼ 5 km) data bins, on flight SE24 on 3 February 2006. The centre line is the median, the boxes denote the 25 and 75 percentile and
the whiskers the 10 and 90 percentiles. Left panel: CPC1 (> 10 nm);
right panel: CPC2 (with diffusion disks).

The instrument measured either NO alone or NO and NO2
(NOx ), and was switched between the two modes by the
Egrett instrument operator. NOx measurements only are presented here.
2.4

Data analysis

Egrett aerosol data were grouped into two nominal size
ranges: greater than 10 nm and greater than 100 nm, using
the two CPCs. These ranges are only nominal because of
the detector efficiency curves described above; that for the
second CPC (with diffusion disks) in particular shows significant sensitivity to particles well below 100 nm in diameter. Neither counter was sensitive to particles >1000 nm because the isokinetic inlet and curved piping are expected to
have very low transmission efficiency for supermicron particles (Hermann et al., 2001). All the particle data were corrected for counting efficiency (Eq. 2) and adjusted to standard temperature pressure (STP) units (equivalent to ground
level measurements, as discussed above). For convenience,
measurements from the first CPC will be referred to in this
paper as the Aitken mode and from the second CPC as the
accumulation mode.

3

Background aerosol measurements around Darwin in
early 2006

Low-altitude measurements of aerosol particle concentrations were made by the CPC on the Dornier aircraft. DurAtmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012

ing the active monsoon period (19–24 January) this instrument measured up to 2500 cm−3 (STP) of particles >
10 nm in diameter, with the vast majority of measurements
< 2000 cm−3 (STP). In the TTL at this time the intense convective activity meant that it was difficult to find areas of
cloud-free air uninfluenced by convection for over a day.
However, the inactive monsoon which immediately followed
(25 January to 3 February 2006) was free of deep convection,
allowing background aerosol concentrations in the TTL to be
measured.
Figure 5 summarises measurements from the two CPCs
in the TTL from a flight on 3 February, away from the influence of convection. For the first CPC (> 10 nm) the median concentration was ∼ 4500 cm−3 (STP) with maxima
< 6000 cm−3 (STP); for the second the corresponding values were 100 and 160 cm−3 (STP). These background concentrations allow us to place the measurements that follow,
taken in convective conditions, in context.
4
4.1

Nucleation case study – 23rd January 2006
Flight details

On this day monsoon storms formed near the coast in the
Darwin area. The Egrett took off as their anvils were beginning to dissipate; its flight path is shown in Fig. 2, and
superimposed over a contemporaneous satellite image in
Fig. 6. The aircraft ascended to 13 km (355 K) at 11.4◦ S over
Bathurst Island, then flew south-west to 13.0◦ S, 129.4◦ W,
retracing its path as far as 12.0◦ S, 130.1◦ , before flying south to 13.3◦ S, 130.0◦ W, then returning via 12.5◦ S,
130.0◦ W to Darwin. The flight was designed to study the
dissipating anvil over the Timor Sea, beginning in clear air
then flying into cloud.
4.2

Aerosol measurements

Figure 7 shows the first 1.5 h of flight, as the aircraft ascended
north-westwards over the Tiwi Islands and then flew southwest towards the anvil; at 14 h it was just off the coast of
Bathurst Island. The aircraft levelled out at 13.0 h around
11 km, in saturated air with low aerosol counts, and passed
through a thin cloud (CPI – dark blue line) between 13.1 and
13.17 h as it began its ascent to 13 km. From 13.2 to 13.6 h LT
the aircraft flew in clear air, entering cloud again at 13.66 h.
In cloud, the Aitken mode aerosol counts (red) were low, consistent with the scavenging of aerosols and precursor gases
in cloud (Twohy et al., 2002), but in the intervening clear air
very high concentrations were measured (up to 28 000 cm−3
STP). Figure 8 shows the flight segment of Fig. 7 overlaid on
the satellite image of Fig. 6. The boundary between the high
and low particle number concentrations and their relation to
the surrounding cloud can be clearly seen in this image.
The gas phase measurements tell a rather confusing story
for this segment of flight. Firstly, NOx concentrations of
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/
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Fig. 6. Egrett flight path, colour-coded with the local time, superimposed on an MTSAT channel 2 image (11.5–12.5 µm). The MTSAT
image, over the Darwin area, was taken at approximately 13:20 local time.

Fig. 7. First 1.5 h of flight, over the Tiwi Islands. The thick black line denotes aircraft altitude (km), while the other lines are as shown in the
key. Note the marked increase in aerosol concentration as the aircraft exits cloud at 13.17 h and decrease as it enters cloud again at 13.65 h.
The sharp drop in humidity at 13.32 h was observed independently by the three hygrometers but does not correspond to any feature in the
other three tracers (CO, O3 , NOx ). Between 13 and 14 h the potential temperature measured by the aircraft was 350–355 K.

800–1000 ppbv would normally indicate air that had recently
detrained from an anvil, confirming the interpretation of the
aerosol measurements – but we know from other flights
that NOx was enhanced generally in the upper troposphere
around this time (Labrador et al., 2009) and there is no correlation between NOx and relative humidity in Fig. 7. Ozone
and CO both suggest a change in air mass as the aircraft entered cloud at 13.65 h, consistent with this cloud being the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/

remnant of an anvil; lower CO and higher O3 were both signatures of recently uplifted air on this day. As the aircraft
ascended between 11 and 13 km, a gradual decrease in O3
coincided with a similar increase in NOx , but no change in
CO. None of the tracers showed anything like the very dramatic change in humidity at 13.32 h (11.8 km) which was observed independently by all three hygrometers: relative humidity with respect to ice decreased from near-saturation to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012
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< 20 %. Although there is a local increase in both the Aitken
and accumulation mode aerosol at 13.32 h, there is no consistent difference in either measurement between the nearsaturated lower layer and the very dry upper layer sampled
by the aircraft.
The very high concentration of small particles (> 2 ×
104 cm−3 [STP]) is consistent with air having recently been
in cloud, followed by particle nucleation when the cloud dissipated. However, the very dry air can only be reconciled
with descent: using the radiosonde profile from Garden Point
on the Tiwi Islands at 14:30 LT on this day, 20 % RH is consistent with around 1.55 km of descent, 15 % with 1.85 km
and 10 % with 2.25 km of descent since the air was last saturated. The lack of contrast in ozone and CO between the
moist and dry sections of flight in Fig. 7 argue against longrange transport being responsible for the dry layer, consistent with the presence of recently-nucleated aerosol, but we
are unable to determine from the data we have the mechanism of local descent that this implies, other than suggesting
a compensating displacement caused by injection of a fresh
convective plume.
To identify possible nucleation events during this flight, regions when the Egrett was above 10 km and out of cloud were
divided into 5 km sections. The criterion for identifying possible nucleation events was taken to be ≥2000 Aitken mode
particles cm−3 (STP); this latter value exceeded boundarylayer measurements made by the Dornier during this period
thus excluding any direct boundary-layer source for the observed particles. The flight track was superimposed on to the
closest MTSAT satellite image in time (infrared channel 2,
11.5–12 µm); i.e. to the nearest half hour (since MTSAT data
were recorded hourly). Allowance was made for the 20 min
taken for the MTSAT scan to reach the Darwin area.
4.3

Interpretation of nucleation events

Having identified recent nucleation events, we now turn to
the question of time scale – how long was it since the air
was last in cloud? To answer this question we use the winds
measured on board the Egrett to project air parcels back in
time for up to 5 h, at constant height. The assumption of constant height is obviously incorrect for the dry layer in Fig. 7,
so the analysis that follows is restricted to points where
the relative humidity over ice exceeded 70 %, corresponding to a maximum descent since air exited cloud of 500 m.
Winds were derived from a combination of a Rosemount 5hole probe and pressure transducers, a Trimble TANS Vector GPS attitude system and a Novatel 12-channel GPS receiver. A check on the validity of back-projection at constant height was obtained by comparing the calculations with
back-trajectories calculated using the British Atmospheric
Data Centre (BADC) trajectory server, based on ECMWF
analysis at a resolution of 2.5 × 2.5◦ (for further details see
Allen et al. (2009)).
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012

Wind projections were initiated from the centre of the 5 km
flight sections under investigation, using 50 second (∼ 5 km)
median averages of the 1-second winds. The location of
the trajectories relative to cloud was evaluated by comparison with MTSAT infrared images. The median value of IR
brightness temperature (11.5–12.5 µm) was calculated over
a 5 km radius, at the end points of the trajectories. This was
converted to height using a radiosonde profile measured from
a ship located near the Egrett path at 14:27 LT (Fig. 6).
Figure 9 shows an example of the variation of cloud brightness temperature (left panel) derived along a trajectory. The
corresponding cloud top height is shown in the right panel.
We define the time at which the trajectory exited cloud as the
point where the derived cloud top height is equal to the aircraft height – in this case 11.2 km, corresponding to a time
of around 2.3 h since the air was last in cloud. This methodology was applied to all the data segments.
For the wind data, uncertainties were estimated by the
standard deviation of the wind velocity vectors within the
5 km segments. Since the MTSAT satellite scanned hourly,
further uncertainty was introduced by the time resolution
available in the IR images. These errors were combined to
provide an uncertainty in the outflow time.
5

Results

There were found to be 115 out-of-cloud regions that potentially showed signs of nucleation. Of the 115 data segments with ≥2000 Aitken nuclei cm−3 (STP), 67 could be
analysed using the wind projection methodology above. The
other 48 occurred below higher-level cloud, so the evolution
of cloud top height along trajectories could not be used. For
the 67 analysed cases, median particle number concentration
is shown as a function of the time since the parent cloud evaporated, in Fig. 10. The sensitivity of the result was tested by
adding a +5 K and a –5 K offset to the temperature-altitude
relationship. This allows for the possibility of descent along
the trajectories of up to 500 m, as well as other positional
errors.
The Aitken mode aerosol (> 10 nm) reached a concentration of > 20 000 cm−3 (STP) after 3 h, while the accumulation mode (nominally 100–1000 nm) also increased in
number concentration. The latter increase is consistent with
Aitken mode particles (20–30 nm) being detected because of
the broad efficiency cut-off imposed by the diffusion disks;
the increase over time indicates a gradual shift in the size
distribution, bringing more particles into the detectable size
range. This point is examined in more detail below.
6

Discussion

We examine here the hypothesis that the storm anvil
outgassed SO2 (from the PBL and/or entrained in the
mid and upper troposphere) which was oxidised by OH
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/
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Fig. 8. Infrared satellite image as in Fig. 6, overlaid with the flight section of Fig. 7. The flight track is colour coded with aerosol concentration
for the > 10 nm size range.
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Fig. 9. Variation along a trajectory taken from the above section (Fig. 8). The left-hand plot shows the infrared temperature with time along
the trajectory. The right-hand plot shows cloud top height derived from the temperature; the red dashed line marks the Egrett altitude and the
time when this intersected the cloud top height, so that this trajectory was taken as exiting cloud 2.3 h prior to the aircraft observation.

(Ekman et al., 2006) and further reacted with water and oxygen to produce sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid and water
molecules then formed clusters, leading to aerosol nucleation
and growth.
On the face of it, the results of Fig. 10 are not inconsistent
with the modelling study of Clement et al. (2006): the concentration of aerosol >20 nm in diameter in Fig. 1 reaches
104 cm−3 in 3–4 h, compared to a similar concentration after
∼ 2 h in the (> 10 nm) measured particles. On closer examination however, agreement is not so good. Clement et al.
(2006) assumed an SO2 concentration of 1 ppbv, leading to
an H2 SO4 production rate of 105 cm−3 s−1 . Such a concentration is very unlikely to have occurred in the Darwin area,
as we now argue.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/

Background concentrations of SO2 in the tropics above
10 km are below 100 pptv (English et al., 2011; Fiedler et al.,
2011), but concentrations can be greatly enhanced in plumes
from combustion sources (e.g. Fiedler et al. (2011)). Six-day
back-trajectories from the flight segment in Fig. 7, calculated
using the on-line HYSPLIT model, showed that the air originated either to the north-east (over New Guinea) or remained
over the Northern Territory. The MODIS fire map for the period 22–30 January 2006 (Fig. 11) shows that the nearest significant biomass burning was in Borneo and Sumatra, far to
the west of the back-trajectory end-points. Together with the
measured CO concentration of 50–55 ppbv, this rules out a
biomass burning component to the sampled air mass.
The nearest SO2 measurements in time to this
flight were those from the SCOUT-O3 campaign in
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75 % percentile values below 150 pptv, and 90 % percentile
values below 160 pptv; excess SO2 was observed only on
two occasions in two thin layers (up to 270 and 380 pptv)
whose origins were not identified. Ten-day back-trajectories
from the air masses probed by the Falcon indicate that above
10 km, upper tropospheric SO2 was mostly influenced by the
Indonesian boundary layer. Biomass burning was reducing
in intensity during the SCOUT-O3 campaign, consistent
with the observed decrease in SO2 (Fig. 12). As there was
no biomass burning in the Darwin area during the active
monsoon in January, it is very unlikely that the SO2 concentration on 23 January 2006 exceeded that in December,
and 100 pptv is taken as the maximum conceivable SO2
concentration during the flight considered here.
For an estimate of OH, we first take the median upper tropospheric OH concentration of 0.23 pptv measured by the
STRAT campaign (flown over the North Pacific between
1995 and 1996, at an average latitude of 22◦ N, Jaeglé et al.
(2001)). Using the H2 SO4 production rate of Clement et al.
(2006):

200

P = 10−18 [OH][SO2 ]m−3 s−1 ,
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Fig. 10. Triangular symbols: particle number concentration (STP)
for the Aitken mode (top plot), and the accumulation mode (bottom plot) aerosol, against the time since the trajectory exited cloud.
Markers indicate median particle number concentrations for the
5 km flight sections, and are fitted with the solid sigmoid curve for
the Aitken mode. Dashed lines are the same but with cloud temperatures modified by ±5 K; these indicate the sensitivity of the method
to the assumption that the infrared radiance is a measure of cloud
top height. Note that the top plot has a log-scale y-axis and the bottom has a linear scale.

November–December 2005 (Vaughan et al., 2008), on the
Falcon aircraft using Ion Trap mass spectrometry (Speidel
et al., 2007). A total of 9 Falcon missions took place from
Darwin during the period 16 November–9 December 2005,
including several penetrations of deep convective anvils; for
details see Fiedler et al. (2011). Figure 12 shows altitude
profiles of SO2 measured on all 9 flights. In the upper
troposphere, mean values were usually below 110 pptv,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012

(3)

with 0.23 pptv OH (1.5 × 106 molecules cm−3 ) and 100 pptv
of SO2 at a pressure of 200 hPa and temperature of 223 K
gives P ∼1000 cm−3 s−1 . This is much lower than the
105 cm−3 s−1 used in Clement et al. (2006).
An alternative estimate of OH may be found using a
global chemical transport model calculation for the time and
place of the measurement. An estimate from the p-TOMCAT
model run for the ACTIVE campaign (O. Dessens, personal
communication, 2009) gave 0.4 pptv at 208 hPa in the middle of the day. The corresponding relative humidity of 30v%
with respect to ice is likely to be an underestimate in air that
has recently exited an anvil, so a mixing ratio nearer to 1 pptv
may be more appropriate in these conditions. This would
imply an SO2 destruction rate of 4220 cm−3 s−1 (assuming
100 pptv of SO2 ).
A simple test of the above hypothesis can be made by
estimating the number of sulphuric acid molecules in the
measured aerosol and comparing with the total production
derived using P above. For the purposes of this test, the
Aitken size range is assumed to contain 25 % sulphuric acid
by mass. The minimum amount of sulphur that could be
contained in the measured aerosol is calculated by assuming a monodisperse aerosol size distribution with the smallest detectable diameter of 10 nm. Maximum aerosol concentrations were ∼ 25 000 cm−3 (STP), corresponding to
6570 cm−3 in situ. This gives a sulphuric acid concentration of 5.9 × 106 molecules cm−3 . For a production rate of
4220 cm−3 s−1 , this concentration would be achieved in 23
minutes, well within the timescale implied by Fig. 10.
The aerosol is not monodispere however, so a more
detailed calculation was performed assuming a lognormal
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/
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Fig. 11. MODIS fire map for the period 22–30 January 2006, courtesy of http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/firemaps/
.

aerosol size distribution:
dN
=
dD
!
N
(ln D − ln D̄)2
exp −
,
(2π )1/2 D ln σ
2(ln σ )2

nN (D) =

(4)

where N is the total aerosol number, D is the diameter, D̄ is
the median (geometric mean) diameter, and σ is the geometric standard deviation, taken here to be 1.237 nm to match the
curves in Fig. 1. Detector efficiency curves were taken from
eqn. 1 for the unmodified CPC, and from Feldpausch et al.
(2006) at 200 hPa for that with diffusion disks. To simulate
the results of Fig. 10 a linear growth rate was assumed for the
particles. The timescale for the observed particle number to
reach a maximum in this simple model depends only on the
growth rate; the actual maximum number is then a function
of the H2 SO4 production rate. The latter was calculated with
a fixed OH concentration of 1 pptv and variable SO2 concentration.
It was found that the observed growth in particle number
to 25 000 cm−3 (STP) after 3 h (Fig. 10) was best simulated
with an SO2 concentration of 50 pptv and a linear growth in
the mode of the lognormal distribution from 5 nm (diameter) at 1 hour to 19 nm after 5 h. This result may be compared with the analytical formulae presented by Clement
et al. (2006) for aerosol particle growth which show that a
H2 SO4 production rate of 4 × 104 cm−3 s−1 is required to
match the inferred growth rate – implying an SO2 concentration of 1 ppbv. The hypothesis that SO2 oxidation is the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/

source of the particles is not therefore consistent with the observed particle growth rate.
Evidence that some particles grew to the 20–30 nm range
after 4 h comes from the CPC with diffusion disks. Using
the same calculation as above, with a particle size distribution whose mode increases linearly with time to 19 nm after 5 h, and multiplying by the detector efficiency curve of
Feldpausch et al. (2006), the growth in accumulation mode
aerosol could be reproduced fairly well. Given the uncertainty in the exact shape of this efficiency curve, little quantitative information about the aerosol could be derived from
this CPC, but the increase in measured particles is a strong
qualitative indication that some particles are indeed reaching
sizes of tens of nm over this time scale.
To examine these processes further, simulations of aerosol
nucleation and growth were made using the AEROFOR
model presented by Pirjola and Kumala (1998). The model
uses a 27 section representation of the aerosol distribution,
from 0.5 × 10−9 m to 1.0 × 10−6 m, and fully represents nucleation, condensational growth and coagulation using sulphuric acid as the primary condensable. We present results
using an SO2 concentration of 100 pptv and an OH concentration of 0.8 pptv, double the p-TOMCAT estimate, to correspond to the maximum possible H2 SO4 production rate.
The TTL conditions were modelled using a 200 hPa ambient pressure and a temperature, taken from radiosonde measurements, of 220 K; the outflow humidity was taken to be
70% for the model initiation. Because of the short time since
detrainment of the anvil, we neglect dilution of the plume
by entrainment of ambient air. The AEROFOR model was
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Fig. 12. Compilation of all SO2 data obtained in the altitude range
8–12.5 km, on the 9 Falcon missions conducted between 16 November and 5 December 2005 as part of the SCOUT-O3 campaign. At
10–12 km altitude the mean and median SO2 mixing ratios are both
around 100 pptv, with 75 % and 90 % percentiles around 130 pptv
and 160 pptv. Note how the SO2 concentration decreases as the
campaign progresses (cool colours at the start, warm at the end).

also tested with a more recent nucleation parameterisation
by Vehkamäki et al. (2002) and was found not to affect the
particle concentration and growth rate for the size range of
interest in this study (> 10 nm).
The OH concentration was modulated with a semisinusoidal function to replicate the variation of sunlight intensity during daylight hours, with simulations commencing 6 hours after sunrise since most convective activity intensified around noon local time. Sulphuric acid and total
aerosol concentration (> 0.5 nm) increase rapidly to a maximum within 2–4 h (right, Fig. 13), as nucleation begins. The
sulphuric acid concentration then drops as the acid condenses
onto the ever larger population of particles; the total particle concentration also decreases due to the coagulation of
smaller particles into larger. A large nucleation mode exists
up to 5 h (see 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 h curves); the emergence of the
Aitken mode is not evident until 8 h, when a “shoulder” appears in the size distribution.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 6157–6172, 2012

The bold dotted line in Fig. 13 shows the expected counts
from the unmodified CPC, calculated by multiplying the
aerosol size distribution at a given time with the instrument
efficiency curve, equation 1, and the pipework transmission
function. Expected concentrations after 5 h are ∼ 500 cm−3
(STP) – much less than observed despite the upper limit assumed on the sulphuric acid production rate. This (together
with the observed increase in signal on the second CPC) suggests that the model seriously underestimates the growth of
particles to the observable size range.
This discrepancy between measurements and theory could
be resolved if there was another source of condensable material, e.g. organic compounds (Loukonen et al., 2010). A range
of such compounds were measured on the Dornier during
ACTIVE using a tube sampler followed by off-line gas chromatography (Allen et al., 2008). Total concentrations of organics of order 1 ppbv were measured in the boundary layer
between 20 and 27 January, which could have resulted in
sufficient condensable material in the storm outflow, once
the H2 SO4 had nucleated new particles. This is consistent
with the conclusion of Ekman et al. (2008) based on cloudresolving model simulations compared with aerosol observations over the Amazon basin.
Ion-assisted nucleation (Yu and Turco, 2001) could increase the rate at which particles were formed, but does not
explain why too few particles in the model grow to the observable range. We note also that the role of ions in nucleating particles in the atmosphere is still a matter of debate –
e.g. Kulmala et al. (2010); Kirkby et al. (2011).

7

Conclusions

During the ACTIVE flight of 23 January 2006, 115 five-km
flight sections in the TTL showed signs of recent nucleation.
Using the Egrett wind data, 67 of these were tracked back to
the anvil of a large convective storm. Much higher Aitken
mode aerosol concentrations were found in this detrained
outflow than in the boundary layer or in the anvil cloud itself.
Inside cloud, the concentration of Aitken mode aerosol was
< 100 cm−3 (STP); downwind of the cloud, concentrations
were as high as 28 000 cm−3 (STP). These concentrations are
consistent with similar observations in the TTL in regions
of deep convection (Heintzenberg et al., 2003; Twohy et al.,
2002).
Using the wind measurements on board the Egrett together with infrared satellite images, a time scale of 2–3 h
is deduced for observable aerosol (> 10 nm diameter) to
reach ∼25 000 cm−3 (STP), after air has exited a convective anvil. In addition, there is evidence from the particle
counter with diffusion disks of particle growth to the 20–
30 nm range over a period of 4 hours. Simple estimates of
sulphuric acid availability, based on measurements of SO2 in
the first phase of the ACTIVE campaign and OH estimates
from a global model, suggest that sufficient acid should be
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/6157/2012/
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present to explain these observations. However, a detailed
model of aerosol nucleation and growth was unable to produce sufficient numbers of particles >10 nm over the requisite time scale. This suggests either that models of aerosol
coagulation in the upper troposphere need to be revised, or
that substances other than sulphuric acid (e.g. organics) contribute to aerosol condensation and growth in the TTL.
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